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Lagrangian flow data in oceanography are highly complex, encompassing not

only the underpinning Eulerian, advective, vectorial flow fields and the three-

dimensional position coordinates of tracer particles but also supplementary

trajectory information such as interaction radii of particles, lifecycle source-to-

sink information and biochemical process data. Visualising all those data

cooperatively in its three-dimensional context is a prime challenge, as it

demands to present all relevant information to enable a contextual analysis

of the flow process while preventing themost commonly-occurring perceptual

issues of clutter, colourisation conflicts, artefacts and the lack of spatial

references in fluid-flow applications. In this article, we present visualisation

design approaches for 4D spatio-temporal data in their context and introduce a

novel colour-mapping approach for 3D velocity tensors. The employed

visualisation approach is evaluated towards perceptual adequacy and

efficacy with respect to algebraic visualisation design and on an

oceanographic case study. The technical and perceptual elements have

further implications and applications for still-picture and animated

volumetric visualisation design in related applications of the natural sciences,

such as geological flow mapping.
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1 Introduction

The Lagrangian simulation is an important tool for studying fluvious- and oceanic

processes (van Sebille et al., 2020). A Lagrangian simulation approach hereby refers to the

track-and-trace of attributed particles in the fluid domain. In the oceans, those particles,

which are digital analogues for real-world particulate matter, are transported by

hydrodynamic currents and eddies, while their individual transport behaviour is also

affected by other physical, biological or chemical processes. A Lagrangian simulation

requires initial particle release locations, their parametrization for statistical, physical,

biological and chemical processes, and the underpinning, Eulerian fields of hydrodynamic

velocity and auxiliary input data. The result of a Lagrangian analysis or simulation is a set

of attributed particle trajectories, which can be compared to available observations.
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Lagrangian particle simulation is used for oceanographic

studies for a diverse set of study objectives. Traditionally,

Lagrangian particles are used to trace passive particulates,

such as microplastics (Duncan et al., 2018; Everaert et al.,

2020; van Sebille et al., 2020), leaked oil particulates

(Anguiano-García et al., 2019; Calzada et al., 2021), plankton

(Nooteboom et al., 2019; Dämmer et al., 2020), nutrients (Cetina-

Heredia et al., 2018), sediments (Devis-Morales et al., 2021) or

icesheets (de Vos et al., 2021). Recently, the interest has also

shifted to the study of active particles, such as fish (Scutt Phillips

et al., 2018; Schilling et al., 2020) and other marine species (Singh

et al., 2018; Le Gouvello et al., 2020; Lindo-Atichati et al., 2020).

Hence, Lagrangian ocean analysis is key to societal development

goals such as the European Union’s Green Deal and the United

Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals, for example in order to

develop sustainable fisheries, to support the pollution clean-up of

the oceans or to achieve an overall sustainable marine ecology.

Following the studies in recent years, a wealth of Lagrangian

data is already available. In order to achieve the targets related to

the mentioned societal goals mentioned above, those data need to

be analysed and understood by scientists and stakeholders, which

is done by means of geo-visualisation. Recent studies analysed

the existing presentation capabilities (Gomis and Pidcock, 2018;

Kehl et al., 2021a), concluding that the technological means (e.g.,

matplotlib (Hunter, 2007), VTK (Schroeder et al., 2004),

Paraview (Ahrens et al., 2005)) support such analysis, whereas

the perceptual knowledge and graphical design are the limiting

factors in promoting deeper understanding of the simulated fluid

processes. This is specifically because co-visualising the

semantically complex trajectory data in context with their

Eulerian directional velocity fields, which represent the driving

processes of particle transport, is highly demanding. Domain

experts, professionals and practitioners typically revert to ad-hoc

visual designs with panels of dissect, mono- or few-variate plots

and without considering perceptual design principles that are

provided by the visualisation community. In return, those

comparatively simple visualisations require the non-expert

reader to cognitively reconstruct the data context from the

textual storyline, which leads to potential conflicting

interpretations of the data between expert professionals, non-

expert decision makers and other stakeholders.

This paper expands on recent investigations into practices,

pitfalls and guidelines on Lagrangian ocean analysis visualisation

(Kehl et al., 2021a). It specifically addresses the issue of plotting

multi-variate Eulerian tensor data, such as velocity fields, in a

visually consistent manner while opening further visual channels

for the contextual, clutter-reduced co-visualisation of

multivariate trajectories and attributes. This paper more so

discusses the quality of possible fluid-flow visual designs along

algebraic principles (Kindlmann and Scheidegger, 2014),

supporting the discussion with visual comparisons to

traditional means of velocity visualisations. This visual

evaluation is performed for static 2D- and 3D cases as well as

a 3D-temporal (i.e., 4D) scenario. Lastly, the paper also

showcases the added benefit within complex, multivariate

visualisation of biochemically-affected microplastic trajectories

in a contextual visualisation that integrates many visual channels

for a high information density.

2 Perceptual visualisation of spatial,
multivariate, directional data

In this work, we address the question of how to co-visualise

continuous field- and point-sampled positional data in a spatial

reference framework, in which both grided fields and point-like

samples represent multivariate, signed, directional quantities.

Additionally, the point-like samples can contain further scalar,

semantically-interpreted information. Furthermore, the

represented field-data is unsteady (i.e., varies over time), and

thus the motion of the point-like objects in the field data is

integrated in time, forming attributed trajectories.

The type, amount and complexity of the discussed data

demands a visual design so that 1) the drawn symbolics

represent the data without conflicting or interfering with

themselves, so that 2) the symbolics are unambiguous with

respect to the encoded information and by 3) reducing the

plotted data to the essentially unique information without

inherent sampling bias. In the coupled visualisation of field-,

particle- and trajectory data, it is also important that 4) the

symbolics for each data source is unique, so that the viewer can

directly link the drawn symbols to the individual data source.

Those requirements follow principal visualisation guidelines by

E. Tufte (Tufte, 2001).

A principal problem, especially considering actual ad-hoc

visualisations by domain experts, is the over-abundant use of

colour, or more specifically the visual hue (H, i.e., tone) channel,

for the encoding of information. As known from perceptual

theory (Tufte, 2001; Brewer et al., 2003; Munzner, 2014), the tone

is one of the most receptive visual channels, which partially

explains its abundant use from a perceptual perspective.

Additionally, plotting interfaces ranging from simple

infographics to tools such as Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007) and

Cartopy (Office, 2010) make tone-based plotting exceedingly

simple, which psychologically incentivizes domain experts to rely

on this easy-to-use visual encoding and compensate for

simplicity panels of similarly-encoded images. This trend can

be observed in the domain-specific literature, which has been

discussed by visualisation experts (Moreland, 2009; Thyng et al.,

2016; Gomis and Pidcock, 2018; Crameri et al., 2020; Kehl et al.,

2021a), is reviewed in depth below. Perceptual composition of

univariate colour maps is frequently discussed in literature,

where Brewer et al. provide the baseline for perceptual

adaptations away from a rainbow colour map composition

(Brewer et al., 2003). Crameri et al. (2020) introduce

brightness-balanced mono- and bitonal colourmaps (e.g.,
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batlow) to fix brightness gradient discontinuities of existing

schemes. Nardini et al. present an algorithm for semi-

automatic optimization of multi- and many-tonal based on

colour distance minimisation and linearity (Nardini et al.,

2019; Nardini et al., 2021). That said, neither approach offers

avenues for a multivariate colour scheme.

In terms of the nested model of visualisation design, the

domain (fluid dynamics and hydrology) and the abstraction

(i.e., the constraining data description above) are well defined

for the referred cases. The complexity of the data represents a

challenge for the idiom (i.e., the visual encoding) of the data,

which is also the point of failure for most visual designs in

Eulerian-Lagrangian fluid-flow visualisation. The primary goal of

the visualisation is the presentation of the data. This means the

open question in the encoding procedure is how to map the data

by using marks and modulating channels to reprensent the data,

i.e. the semiology of the graphical representation (Bertin, 1983;

Munzner, 2014).

This semiology challenge is at the core of fluid flow

visualisation right from the beginning. Early work by Post and

van Walsum illustrated the conversion of experimental, physical

flow visualisation techniques to digital techniques using textures

(Post and VanWalsum, 1993). This work was later supplemented

by line-integral convolution (LIC) (Cabral and Leedom, 1993)

and spot noise (de Leeuw et al., 1996; Van Wijk, 2002). Glyph

visualisation techniques (Borgo et al., 2013), and especially the

use of arrow glyphs (Post and Van Walsum, 1993; Bujack and

Middel, 2020), became an established technique in the mapping

of velocity data. Geometric flow visualisation (Post and Van

Walsum, 1993; McLoughlin et al., 2010) uses trajectories of

advected particles to form streamlines and ribbons, which can

be modulated in their visual channels for more selective analysis

using illustrative techniques (Brambilla et al., 2012). A recent,

modern approach to noise modulation of texture-based flow

visualisation was presented by Khlebnikov in the form of

procedural texture synthesis (Khlebnikov et al., 2012;

Khlebnikov et al., 2013).

While a semiology selection is thus available, the adequacy of

the referenced techniques demands a closer review. This

adequacy can be judged in terms of a technique’s compliance

with established perceptual theory (Tufte, 2001; Brewer et al.,

2003; Moreland, 2009; Munzner, 2014; Thyng et al., 2016; Gomis

and Pidcock, 2018; Crameri et al., 2020), which has been done for

the oceanic fluid domain by Kehl et al. (2021a). A more rigorous

framework for this adequacy analysis is provided in the form of

algebraic visualisation design by Kindlmann and Scheidegger

(2014). This framework is the basis of the analysis here, which is

why a summary of its key ideas is provided.

The central element of algebraic visualisation design is its

commutative diagram (Figure 1A). In principle, the visualisation

design space consists of the data D, which are transformed into a

representation R (i.e., a selection of visual marks). The

representation is then mapped (i.e., plotted or rendered) into

a visualisation V using the visual channels. The representation

mapping r transforms D to R, while the visual mapping to V is

given by v. r and v are expected to be static for a selected

combination of marks and visual channel. Data D can be

transformed into a new dataset via the data transform α,

whereas the visual mapping can equally be transformed by a

function ω. According to this algebra, every adequate

visualisation follows a commutative principle where every α

has one unique, corresponding ω that proportionally performs

the same mapping in visual space that α performs in data space.

Every visualisation that is unconformal to this commutative

FIGURE 1
Algebraic visualisation design: adequate visualisations adhere to the commutative rules of representation and visual mapping in (A). If the same
data map (without a change in α or ω) to different visual expressions, the visualisation has a hallucinator that compromises invariance (B). If multiple,
different data map to the exact same visual expression (without a change in α or ω), the visualisation is affected by a confuser that makes the
visualisation ambiguous (C). If a change of α corresponds to a disproportionate visual mapping change in ω, the resulting jumbler shows a lack of
correspondence in the visualisation (D).
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principle fails in some form in communicating the message of the

visualisation. In other words, the algebra guarantees the

principles of invariance, unambiguity and correspondence.

Visualisations that fail the invariance vary in their

representation mapping so that for one dataset D, there are

multiple undefined parameters in r that yield different visual

expressions V (Figure 1B). Visualisations are ambiguous if there

exist multiple, distinctly different data representations D or R

that map to the same visual expressionVwithout a modulation of

the mapping function ω (Figure 1C). Lastly, if α is not

proportional to ω, there is a lack of correspondence between

the underlying data D and their visual representation V

(Figure 1D), which prohibits viewers to judge if a visual

feature is also a feature in the data, or if it is an artifact of the

plotting.

This work applies the algebraic design principles to the

prevalent flow visualisation techniques, with a focus on arrow-

based glyph visualisations, contoured surfaces geometries and

image-based mapping methods. The discussion in this article

explicitly excludes a streamline approach, as it links to another

challenge and contribution of this work, which is the combined

visualisation of Eulerian flow fields and Lagrangian trajectory

data. Specifically, streamlines are the trajectory result of a particle

integration where the particles’ motion is only defined by the

advection along the hydrodynamic velocities.

3 Practices and challenges in
visualising multivariate Lagrangian
fluid-flow studies

Lagrangian trajectory data for modelling complex fluid-flow

processes are inherently multivariate, as supplementary

attributes within the modelling process affect the physical

forcing and the resulting particle motion in the fluid. Those

attributed trajectories need to be visualised to comprehend the

influence of the physical parameters and distinct them from the

background forcing of the advective hydrodynamic fields.

Therefore, considering the application scenario and the

potential impact of novel methods, a distinction is made

between the visualisation of the complex, multivariate particle

trajectories and the contemporary means of visualising the

multivariate Eulerian context data.

The published literature on Lagrangian oceanographic

studies demonstrates the visual representation of various

attributes as driving factors for particle transport. Lebreton

et al. show particle release locations, as well as the release

amount and their type on a global map, in connection with

mass concentrations of the particles ((Lebreton et al., 2018),

Figure 5a). Problematic in this depiction is the direct tone

correlation between two independent variables, namely the

particle source type and the background source contribution

anomalies. Lobelle et al. show a visual correlation between

particle sinking timescale and particle radius (i.e., size) in a

multi-panel visualisation ((Lobelle et al., 2021), Figure 1). The

panel visualisation in this case is inefficient in so-called ink space,

thus an improved symbol design potentially allows for the fusion

of panels into a single, larger visual depiction of the radial

correlation. Local temperature has an impact on the

biochemical and physical processes that drive tracer transport,

as depicted by (Potter (20102018), Figure 1a) and (McInnes et al.

(2019), Figure 2). The chaotic colouration in (Potter, 20102018)

communicates strong contrasts between the particle temperature

and background temperature. Figure 2 in (McInnes et al., 2019)

demonstrates a more consistent colouration, although suffering

from ordering invariance, where the arbitrary particle plotting

order occludes certain data subsets. In the given scenario, the

ordering element of either (i) temperature, (ii) particle index or

(iii) simulation timestep is not trivial to select, which is why

resolving the variances is important. Furthermore, the

presentation of biological- or biochemical indicators is

important for certain Lagrangian studies depending on the

scenario context, which is exemplified by the habitation- and

transport index of tuna in (Scutt Phillips et al., 2018). The

depiction of group adherence, as in (Wichmann et al., 2021),

presents similar semiologic challenges for indicator

representation. In conclusion of the discussed studies, only

one of them (i.e., (Lebreton et al., 2018)) conveys particle

information over a non-hue visual channel, which highlights

the visual bias in available literature. Moreover, the need for

stronger visual designs of coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian

depictions is validated by some literature items (Potter,

20102018), in which the excessive use of the colour as visual

channel for all depicted information leads to inconsistent, self-

contrasting and ambiguous visualisation with a high potential for

author–reader interpretation dissonance.

In a fluid dynamics- and oceanographic scenario, the major

multivariate Eulerian component in Lagrangian studies is the

hydrodynamic velocity, which is the focus of this review.

Directional velocity fields in oceanography apply the same

established techniques and symbolics that are reviewed in

Section 2. A significant margin of researchers and experts in

the domain utilize hedgehog plots for visualising directional

velocities, which are supplemented with univariate imaged

representations of the velocity magnitude | �v| or derivatives

thereof ((Abernathey et al., 2011) Figure 1A; (Abernathey

et al., 2016) Figure 1B; (de Marez et al., 2020) Figures 1A,

3B,C; (Onink et al., 2019) 1; (Wang et al., 2020) Figure 8B).

Those visualisations are subject to variances and ambiguities

analysed in Section 5, while limiting the plotting compatibility

with correlated Lagrangian information. Moreover, many of the

listed plots are incompatible with chromatic colour-perception

deficiencies. As an example, the work of Maes et al. aims to solve

the hedgehog clutter with the full-spectrum (i.e., rainbow or jet)

colour mapping of orientation indicators (Maes et al., 2016),

which fails colour composition principles (Brewer et al., 2003;
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Thyng et al., 2016; Gomis and Pidcock, 2018; Crameri et al.,

2020). Contour alternatives are depicted in literature with stroke-

modulated outlines in | �v| ((Schilling et al., 2020), Figure 1B), the
velocity-derived vorticity ((Zhang et al., 2020), Figure 2) or

Lyapunov exponents ((van Sebille et al., 2018), Figure 3).

Image representations with intensity colour maps of | �v| or |vw|
are found in literature for 2D cases ((Wang et al., 2020)

Figure 8A; (van Sebille et al., 2018) Figure 6), whereas this

representation is prevalent for depicting velocity in 3D

oceanic studies (see e.g., (Raith et al., 2017)). The perceptual

advantages and drawbacks of intensity-based colour mapping are

discussed in Section 5. Image depictions with intensity colour

maps are dominant for visualising velocity-derived proxies such

as vorticity (Falk et al., 2014; Beron-Vera et al., 2019; de Marez

et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020) or Lyapunov exponents (Falk

et al., 2014; Sinha et al., 2019) themselves.

4 A novel perceptual design for
multivariate tensor data

Our goal is the visualisation of directional velocity tensors in

a visually consistent manner, which shares similarities in the

visualisation of volume gradients in 3D gridded data. The target

visual design needs to fulfil the following criteria:

• Multivariate: the scheme needs to support at least three

distinct, directional variates (i.e., modes) of vectors

• Divergent: the signed direction needs to be prominent for

each mode

• Resilient to frequent chromatic deficiencies in colour-

perception: perceivable for viewers affected by different

modes and stages of colour blindness

• Definite, neutral, cross mode-consistent zero-point: a data

point for which each mode is neutral (i.e., D = fM(x) = 0)

must have a neutral visual expression V

• Translucent: rendering and image composition proceeds in

a cumulative, layered process, hence the layers shall

intermix in the opacity channel

• Visually gradient-neutral: avoid occurrence of visual

boundaries (i.e., non-linearities) that are non-existent in

the tensor data D

• Consume as few visual channels as possible: leave visual

design space of visual marks- and channels for external

auxiliary information or coupled data visualisation

In our design, we decide to perform transparency-

modulated, coloured image composition. We opt against a

glyph-based approach for tensor visualisation as an

unsampled, data-wide glyphing leads to visual clutter, and

thus is ideally employed selectively or in a sampled process.

Glyphs are key in the visualisation strategy of trajectory-related

information (see Section 6), because trajectories are essentially

non-global and selective by design. They are hence already

allocated in the coupled visualisation strategy. For the colour

mapping itself, we select specific bands from the hue spectrum for

eachmode to avoid a rainbow plotting spectrum, which in itself is

not gradient-neutral and prone to failure for viewers with colour-

perception deficiencies. The rainbow colour map itself is the

result of the following mapping for tensor data with three modes:

C �
IR
IG
IB

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ � fm1 x( )
fm2 x( )
fm3 x( )

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ f x( ) � 0 . . . 1[ ], (1)

with I{R|G|B} being the intensity of the red, green and blue colour

channel. In order to be resilient to colour perception deficiencies,

the mapping needs to stick to a narrowed, selective colour band,

while still differentiating between the three modes. Accordingly,

the full colour band is split into three major sectors (e.g., a red,

green or blue sector), of which one needs to be chosen for a single

visualisation. Within the selected sector, k maximally distinct

hues are then chosen as a mapping for the individual modes. The

following descriptions concentrate on the example of k = 3.

Taking the blue sector as an example, the major colour mapping

proceeds thus as follows:

C �
fm1 x( ) → H180

fm2 x( ) → H240

fm3 x( ) → H300

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ f x( ) � 0 . . . 1[ ] (2)

Note that the specific hue range, in the presented

configuration being maximally distinct, can be shrunk

slightly to avoid colour perception issues. This hue-

mapping approach, in turn, means the magnitude of the

mode cannot be modulated with plain colour intensity. A

divergent mapping approach is needed for the magnitude

modulation that allows a distinction in the signed direction

of each mode. When the mode selection is made by the hue

channel, it is possible to use saturation and luminance

(i.e., brightness) to encode the positive- and negative

magnitude of each mode. Hence, the full colour mapping is

illustrated in Figure 2A:

Lastly, in order to perform this multi-modal colour

composition, each mode is rendered into its individual

(volumetric) image layer. Those layers are then additively

merged, which demands a transparency modulation for each

layer. The transparency modulation with opacity O results in the

following colour mapping equation:

αk x( ) � min fmk
x( ), 0( ) f x( ) � 0 . . . 1[ ] (3)

βk x( ) � max 0, fmk
x( )( ) f x( ) � 0 . . . 1[ ] (4)

λk x( ) � |fmk
x( )| f x( ) � 0 . . . 1[ ] (5)

C �
H180, α1 x( )S, β1 x( )L, λ1 x( )O
H240, α2 x( )S, β2 x( )L, λ2 x( )O
H300, α3 x( )S, β3 x( )L, λ3 x( )O

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (6)

This colour mapping generally satisfies all stated criteria.

Specifically, the mapping is (a) divergent, because there is a
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distinct and graded mapping of the directional sign of the

mode. It is (b) resilient to colour-perception deficiencies,

because a single rendering only occupies a single sector of

the colour frequency spectrum. In cases where viewers have a

distinct deficiency in an individual colour sector, it is possible

to recreate the rendering by just selecting a different colour

sector (i.e., red or green). The mapping is also (c) visually

gradient-free, because the mapping is linearly defined in the

HSV colour space without crossing intermittent colour bands.

The absence of colour-band non-linearities in this case

guarantees the absence of colour-gradient artefacts. Lastly,

the remaining issue is the definite zero-base of the mapping,

which amounts to plain black. While black as a base is fine,

e.g., for screen-based projection, this mapping is

inappropriate for printed media, because a new artificial

black gradient is introduced around low values in fM (being

dark) and true-zero values in fM (being fully white, due to the

transparency modulation). In our experiments, this problem

is addressed by shifting the colour base to a neutral grey, as in

Figure 2B.

In an alternative mapping scheme, it is also possible to

shift the channel mapping for the mode base and directional

value. Considering a black base, we define a positive-sign hue

base, e.g., H280, and a negative hue-base, e.g., H200. The mode

itself is hence encoded exclusively with discretized steps in the

saturation spectrum. For a three-mode vector, this means to

encode the modes at 25%, 50% and 75% of saturation. The

actual magnitude of the mode is encoded within the opacity-

and luminance channel. This alternative mapping scheme is

illustrated in detail in the Supplementary Figure S4, which

follows the composition formulation in Eq. 7.

C �
α1 x( )H280 + β1 x( )H200( ), S25, λ1 x( )L, λ1 x( )O
α1 x( )H280 + β1 x( )H200( ), S50, λ2 x( )L, λ2 x( )O
α1 x( )H280 + β1 x( )H200( ), S75, λ3 x( )L, λ3 x( )O

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (7)

This mapping scheme has the same advantages as the

primary mapping scheme, but additionally exhibits a well-

defined zero-point. It only applies to a screen-based

presentation, as the zero-base is black and (in contrast to the

primary scheme) cannot easily be shifted to a brighter base.

Finally, for the explicit representation of three-dimensional

velocity tensors as the three data modes, the velocity vector

mapping [ �U, �V, �W] to the primary colour scheme is depicted in

Figure 3. Note again that those designs are given in a selective-

and not in a combined manner, hence their individual

application is mutually exclusive.

5 Evaluating the visual designs with
algebraic visualisation principles

The algebraic visualisation approach and its governing

principles is detailed in Section 2. The following evaluation

scores the fluid-flow visualisation techniques (Section 3) in

their application towards the design principles (Section 2).

This paper illustrates the visual mapping schemes using a

modulated perlin-noise dataset (Perlin, 1985) with two

horizontal- and three vertical major perlin bands, multiplied

with an unmodulated, high-frequency 3D field. This dataset is

chosen in favour of more common synthetic data, such as the

doublegyre () and the bickley jet (), because (i) it is a volumetric,

non-divergent field, (ii) it has a steady- and an unsteady version

to assess 4D behaviour and appearance, (iii) it is non-stationary

FIGURE 2
Illustration of the saturation- and luminance-modulated colourmapping at the example ofmode 2 (i.e.,H180) in (A), and its base-shifted form for
a more print-compliant base (B).
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with sufficient variation to recognise differences in its data

modulation D′, and (iv) it is easy to obtain and use.

5.1 Invariance principle

The invariance principle enforces reproducibility in the

visualisation, specifically that presenting the data D with a

chosen form of visual mapping ω (with respect to the visual

channels) yields the same rendered visual V, irrespective of the

form of representation R. In cases where data permutations {r1,

r2} of the same dataD yield representations that result in different

visuals {V1, V2} while applying the same visual mapping ω, a

failure to the invariance principle (i.e., a hallucinator) occurs.

Hence, in cases whereD◦r1◦ω ≠D◦r2◦ω, the visualisation varies
with the form of representation. Such failure can often be traced

to problems in data selection, ordering or sampling, and rarely

occur for visualisation techniques for unordered and unsampled

representations.

In visualising velocities, the hedgehog (i.e., quiver) plot is a

prominent plotting technique that is strongly susceptible to

hallucinators. In a dense hedgehog plot for every data point,

zero-value data points occupy the majority in the plotted space V

while representing zero information. It thus represents a visual

bias that obscures actual information. Despite the removal of

clutter, sparse hedgehog plots (Figure 4A) still contain the

illusion of information where zero information is actually

contained, which is a prime example of a hallucinator.

Another issue in dense hedgehogs is the loss of the velocity

orientation, which this plot is actually meant to display well. The

visual clutter that results from the dense plot needs to be removed

in order to convey the actual orientation, meaning that the data

need to be sampled as a representation. A subsampled sparse

hedgehog plot (Figure 4B) alleviates the clutter due to density,

FIGURE 3
Representation of the primary, saturation- and value-modulated perceptual mapping to velocity modes with a blue base (A), green base (B) and
red base (C).

FIGURE 4
Frequent clutter hallucinator for hedgehog plots: representing zero-value data as points gives an illusion of information where none is present,
by occupying the majority of the visual ink-space V. Sparser representations R′ (A) reduce the clutter but do not alleviate it. Subsampled sparse
representations R′ (B) alleviate the clutter. The sparse representation, in return, introduces a sampling hallucinator, where two expression of the same
data (such as (B) and (C)) show considerable regional differences.
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while still maintaining possible arrow collisions. Those collisions

can be removed by plotting | �v|-normalized quivers with an

adaptive arrow strength (Figure 4C).

In an immersive 3D environment, the clutter is pronounced,

as it becomes increasingly difficult to identify individual flow

patterns (e.g., eddies) or obtain an overall impression of general

flow directions. Subsampling (Figure 5A) a dense hedgehog

yields little improvement, and even overall replacing arrows

with cones (Figure 5B) leads to little noticeable improvements.

Only further scaled filtering by | �v| provides an impression of

principal flow directions (by using arrows; Figure 5C) and

prominent flow patterns (with the use of cone glyphs; Figure 5D).

Note that, for the purpose of a coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian

visualisation, hedgehog plots have the additional drawback to

visually collide with particle positions- and trajectories, and can

even partially obscure trajectory segments that are collinear to

the presented flow-indicating arrow. It furthermore prevents the

plotting of additional Lagrangian information, such as inter-

particle forcing directions, with adequate selective arrow glyphs.

Hallucinators are also not limited to hedgehog plots for the

visualisation of flow phenomena. Fluids are frequently visualized

with contour plots to seperate different flow regimes. Here, the

hallucinator dilemma is confounded to number and the selection of

contouring values: few contour regions provide only proximate flow

regime separations, whereas more contours prevent the separation

of individual regimes and obsure intersecting areas of multiple

countours. This latter issue leads to a common ordering

hallucinator, where order permutation of the drawn elements

yields different visualisations. This is more pronounced in an

immersive three-dimensional view of occluding isosurfaces after

the transparency compositions (Figure 6).

5.2 Unambiguity principle

According to the unambiguity principle, all data features

shall be distinctly visible in the visual design and map to

individual visual features in the plot or rendering. Confusers

that result as a failure to this principle can, when carefully

reflecting the principle and the examples in (Kindlmann and

Scheidegger, 2014), be traced back to some form of visual

simplification or a reduction of the visual dimension.

One such ambiguity is encountered when plotting 3D tensors

via a hedgehog plot. In this case, the ambiguity stems from another

source, the loss of the orientation sign of the velocity in at least one

primary axis. In this case, the issue is technically traced to the flat

orthogonal projection of one of the principal flow axes on the

viewing plane. In simple terms, most velocity data are plotted in the

lateral xy-plane, thus eliminating the third visual dimension. As a

result, flows along the vertical z-axis cannot be separated in axis- or

counter-axis direction. Thus, algebraically, in a setting with D =

(x,y,z)T, α = {1,1,−1,1}T◦ID andD′ =D◦α, the hedgehog plotsV =V′
are identical. It follows that ω = IV̸x0 α = ID.

The discussed issue can be circumvented with the use of bi-

or trichromatic colour maps of image representations, where (R,

G, B) = (|x|, |y|, |z|) maps to the principal eigenvector �v � (x, y, z)
of the velocity. This mapping has a defined zero-point and also

allows a clear distinction of all 3 major direction axes (even

FIGURE 5
Drastic subsampling (A) or glyph replacement with cones (B) does not resolve the outlined clutter hallucinator. Resolving the hallucinator in 3D
hedgehog plots is achieved with a | �v|-scaled hedgehog plot. In return, it constrains the visualisation either to the impression of the larger principal
flow direction using arrows (C), or the identification of smaller coherent flow structures (D).
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though introducing colour perception issues discussed in Section

4). In contrast, due to its absolute value mapping, this mapping

scheme introduces a confuser, namely with D = (x,y,z)T, α � I−1D
and D′ = D◦α, the direction-inverted data map to the same

visualition V = V′ (hence ω = IV̸x0 α = ID).

Considering contoured surface representations, the inversion

is confused by the contouring process of the velocity magnitude.

Therefore, by just employing the contour as visual mark and the

hue as differentiating channel, no flow direction can be identified.

In contrast, using the directional velocities as surface normals

changes the illuminations according to the fluid-flow. As a

consequence, the illumination modulates the visualisation V

sufficiently so that V(D−1) proportionally differs from V(D),

which is shown in the Supplementary Figure S16.

5.3 Correspondence principle

The principle of visual correspondence demands that equal

operations (e.g., shift, scale, invert, sort) in data transformation α

and visual mapping ω are interchangeable (i.e., congruent) and

thus shall lead to the same outcome. When evaluating failures to

the correspondence, it implies considering the chain of

operations D◦α◦rx◦ω = V, perform a mapping modulation

where {α, ω}′ = {I−1, λ × I, I + κ}, and assert that

D◦α′◦r◦ω = D◦α◦r◦ω′. If the conditions are violated, the

visualisation is susceptible to misleaders.

A prime example is the scaled sparse hedgehog plot: with D

being the velocity tensor and |D| being the scalar velocity

magnitudes, it is possible to first resample the data points into

a sparse representation (r), then plot the arrows and lastly scale

the arrows to the magnitude of the sampled data (ω′), as seen in

Figure 7B. The result differs from first scaling all data points via

α′ � D
|D|, then sampling the data via r, and then plotting the

arrows with the (pre-)scaled magnitude (Figure 7A). This

misleader can be resolved by convention, meaning to only

plot normalized velocity data in the form D � D̂.

A strong inversion jumbler happens in image-based

visualisation using an intensity mapping scheme. Assuming

that R′ = D◦α′◦r with α′ = I−1, the data transform inverts the

FIGURE 6
The 3D analogue of isosurface contour is further affected by rendering order hallucinators due to the transparency composition.

FIGURE 7
Illustration of lacking correspondence in scale transformation on hedgehog plots: pre-scaling the arrow length (V =D◦α′◦r1◦ω; (A) differs from
post-selection scaling (V = D◦α◦r1◦ω′; (B).
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(signed) directional velocities. The colour mapping then displays

the absolute velocity magnitude, for which the sign is irrelevant.

Hence, when plotting the untransformed data R = D◦α◦r for

visualisation V{H|L} � R◦ω(| �v|) (Figure 8A) and comparing it

with the visualisation of the inverted data V2{H|L} � R′◦ω(| �v|)
(Figure 8B), both visualisations are identical (as discussed above).

Yet, when inverting the mapping by reversing the map so that

ω′ = ω−1, the resulting visualisation V1{H|L} � R◦ω′(| �v|)
(Figure 8C) is not equal to the data-inverted version (V1 ≠
V2), which is proof of the inversion jumbler.

Moreover, the intensity-based colour mapping is also

affected by shift misleaders. Considering R′ = D + α′◦r with

α′ = κ, then V2{H, L} � R′◦ω(| �v|) represents a shift by the data
transform. This shift shall be visually equivalent to a reverse shift

of the mapping function V1{H|L} � R◦ω′(| �v|) with ω′(| �v|) �
ω(| �v|) − κ on the original representation R = D + α◦r (with α =

ID). This equivalence holds true for a signed-absolute intensity

mapping just as for a trichromatic mapping, which is shown in

the Supplementary Figure S14. In contrast, this is neither the case

for a luminance- or hue-based (Figure 9) unsigned intensity

mapping.

5.4 Perceptual mapping and algebraic
design principles

The advantages of the perceptual colour mapping, as

demonstrated in Figures 10A,D, becomes visible in the

comparison with established visualisation techniques for

fluid-flow velocities, as outlined above. The divergent

mapping with a signed directional distinction avoids zero-

point and inversion confusers that are prevalent in its

competing bi-/trichromatic mapping. The transparency

grading avoids clutter and zero-point issues that are affecting

hedgehog visualisations. In addition, the definite order in the

layered composition of the transparency-modulated colours for

FIGURE 8
Illustration of lacking correspondence in inversion transformation on intensity-mapped images of | v|Ł compared to the original (D → R(α) →
V(ω); (A), inverting the data (V2 = D◦α′◦r◦ω; (B) differs from inverting the visual transformation (V1 = D◦α◦r◦ω′; (C).

FIGURE 9
A hue-graded colour mapping of | �v| shows a pronounced shift jumbler of | �v|, due to the uneven brightness distribution. Here, D◦α′◦r◦ω ≠
D◦α◦r◦ω′. The figure compares the original (A) with the data inversion (B) and the visual inversion (C).
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each direction (i.e., mode) circumvents hallucinators, in

contrast to the surface rendering of contours that is derived

from the velocity magnitude | �v|.
In order to judge the mapping’s stability to jumblers, a plot of

pre- (Figure 10B) and post-inverted (Figure 10C) velocities,

compared to Figure 10A). Perceptual mapping is also

unaffected by shift jumblers, as shown in the plots of pre-

(Figure 10E) and post-shifted (Figure 10F) velocities,

compared to Figure 10D. Those comparisons demonstrate

that pre- and post-transformation lead to the same visual

outcomes. In other words, with the perceptual colour

mapping, a direct correspondence between data

transformation and visual mapping is guaranteed.

6 Perceptual principles in coupled 3D
Eulerian—Lagrangian visualisation

The techniques evaluated in the previous sections

demonstrate the visualisation of flow velocities on their own

as a product of Eulerian fluid-flow. As demonstrated, even in the

exclusively Eulerian context, the application of visualisation

techniques requires a well thought-out visual design to avoid

perceptual issues. Those issues are compounded when coupling

the presentation of both Eulerian and Lagrangian data. In this

context, the Eulerian data represent the fluid-flow context itself

while Lagrangian data represent feature objects that are affected

by the flow in a directed motion.

The primary output of Lagrangian flow analysis are

trajectories of particle objects, which are either represented as

line segments or tubes. Such a plain representation though

neglects the direction of temporal dimension of a trajectory,

which leads to ambiguities. This means that forward- and

backward trajectories map to the same visual expression. The

resulting confuser is only partially resolved by adding directional

indicators at the tip (such as arrows in Figure 11A or cones), and

is only conclusively resolved by distinction of start- and endpoint

(see the coloured cone indicators in Figure 11B). Note that an

animation can also use particle trails to indicate the trajectory

direction without additional symbolics. The temporally-clipped

principle of particle trails prevents their application outside the

animation format.

Plotting unattributed particle trajectories can simply be done

with line plots. In contrast, the introduction (Section 1) and the

Lagrangian ocean visualisation literature (Section 3) highlight

that (i) the particle trajectory is affected by more than just the

hydrodynamic fluid-flow, and that (ii) the particle attributes are

essential for comprehending the studied transport pattern. The

distinction between Eulerian fluid-flow and Lagrangian particle

motion hence requires visualising both information in-context.

The combined plot allows identifying trajectory segments that

are more affected by the background flow, and differentiate them

from the segments where motion is dominated by internal forces.

Such a visualisation requires well-defined symbolics for all

presented features, which is the purpose of a perceptually-

adequate visual design. Hence, the challenge is to co-visualize

FIGURE 10
Original, unmodulated perceptual mapping, with α = ID and ω = ID, according to Section 4, is shown in (A) and (D). The inverted data α′ = D−1 (B)
and the inverted visual mapping ω′ = ω−1 (C) are equivalent. The equivalence of shifted data α′ =D + κ (E) and shifted visual mapping ω′ = ω + κ (F) also
displays a resilience to jumblers.
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Lagrangian flow trajectories and their attributes in a Eulerian

fluid-flow context, using the means discussed in Section 5. The

following paragraphs discuss those visualisation options (van

Sebille et al., 2020): hedgehogs and trajectories (Duncan et al.,

2018), isocontoured surfaces and trajectories, and (Everaert et al.,

2020) colour-mapped image-based rendering and trajectories.

The closing case study demonstrates auxilliary symbolics to co-

visualize the possible trajectory attributes.

Combining hedgehog plots for the Eulerian flow field with a

simple trajectory is possible in terms of symbolics, though both

techniques in their simple form have perceptual issues: the plain

hedgehog plot suffers from visual clutter, sampling invariance,

FIGURE 11
Typically, Lagrangian trajectories are line- or tube segments without direction indicators. Tip indicators (e.g., arrows) show a dominant flow
directions (A). For conclusively separating forward- and backward trajectories, the start- and end-tip are visually split from one another (such as by
hue; b). For comparison, a plot with fully-coloured trajectories (C) is less effective in communicating startpoint and endpoint, while allocating more
visual channels than necessary.

FIGURE 12
Visualisation variations by combining hedgehog plots for Eulerian fluid flow velocity fields and Lagrangian particle trajectories: (A) original
hedgehog, (B) sparse hedgehog, (C) coloured hedgehogs and trajectory indicators, (D) contoured- and shaded hedgehog and trajectory indicators.
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view-directional ambiguity and a scaling misleader, while the

simple trajectory suffers from ambiguity in temporal direction

indexing (Figure 12A). Supplementing the trajectory with

directional indicators leads to the contextual ambiguity that

feature- and background information are represented with the

same symbolics, hence it is ambiguous of what is context

information and what is feature information (Figure 12B).

This ambiguity can be resolved by assigning appropriate

indicator colours to the Eulerian- and the Lagrangian arrow-

or cone glyphs (Figure 12C). Colour selection is crucial in this

case, as dark-tone arrows are problematic for identifying the flow

direction in 3D renderings. The issue can be circumvented by

using contour outlines to index the glyph direction (Figure 12D),

although the direction invariance does not fully disappear.

Remaining issues are a possible sampling hallucinator, where

Lagrangian- and Eulerian arrows coincide in position but

contrast in terms of direction, as well as the known scaling

misleader, which is demonstrated in Section 5.3.

Another possibility of providing fluid-flow background

information is with | �v| iso-contours, which are combined with

trajectory information. Rendering both the Eulerian contour

shapes as well as the trajectory shapes leads to (partial)

occlusion of the trajectory- and isosurface information, which

can be classified either as invariance hallucinator or ambiguity

confuser. Illumination highlights can increase the plasticity and

depth perception of the shapes. Conversely, illumination can lead

to ambiguity in what is being illuminated: spot highlights on the

contour surfaces increase the separation between both

information sources, even though one should rather highlight

the feature information (i.e., the Lagrangian trajectory) for a

visual focus. This highlight of contextual information over

feature information is a confuser. Modulate contour

transparency is another possibility to improve the visibility of

the Lagrangian trajectories. Still, the depth order of the

transparent surfaces occludes the trajectories. The open

occlusion issues can be addressed by future research in focus-

and context lensing techniques.

Lastly, rendering Eulerian velocities as colour-mapped

images also facilitates a co-visualisation of Lagrangian

trajectories. In all illustrated cases, the fluid velocity amplitude

modules the mapped transparency, which inherently reduces

information clutter and the occlusion of Lagrangian feature

information. A simple visualisation of the | �v| with a

luminance intensity mapping already provides sufficient

context information, even though it should be noted that (i)

the mapping ambiguities outlined in Section 5.2 apply and (ii) the

trajectory itself needs a pseudo-colour tone to disambiguate

context information and Lagrangian trajectory. A rainbow

colour map can used as an alternative, although this suffers

from the inversion ambiguity while also introducing false colour

gradients. Still, there is no symbolic conflict between context- and

feature information. The developed perceptual mapping scheme

(Section 4) provides a clear context-feature visualisation without

any of the before-mentioned perceptual drawbacks (Figure 13).

The graphics of the intensity- and RGB colour mapping can be

seen in the Supplementary Figures S17, S18.

6.1 Immersive analysis of deep transport of
algae—Accumulating microplastics

Our research group at the Institute of Marine and

Atmospheric research analyses the transport and fate of

marine plastics in the ocean within the TOPIOS (Tracking Of

Plastics In Our Seas) project. This transport is affected by the

hydrodynamic velocities in the ocean, which are provided by

Eulerian simulations, as well as by influencing physical, biological

and biochemical processes. One interesting process, which is the

focus of the discussed investigation, is biofouling, in which algae

accumulates on the surface of plastic particles. This algal

accumulation affects the 3D transport of plastic particles in

the water column.

The following analysis is based on the biofouling

modelling by Lobelle et al. (2021), which expands on the

model by Kooi et al. (2017). The study uses Eulerian ocean

data from the NEMO-MEDUSA dataset (Yool et al., 2013;

Megann et al., 2014) with an adaptive lateral- and vertical

resolution of its structured curvilinear grid. The attached algal

concentration is governed by Eq. 9 (for the explanation of

symbolics and semantics, see (Lobelle et al., 2021, eq. 2).

Driving forces in this concentration are the plastic

particle’s density ρ and its size r, which is split into the size

of the plastic rp and the biofilm thickness rbio. Furthermore,

the algal concentration in the ocean is a function of the annual

season, which is represented by a season indicator. As a result,

the motion of the particle is governed by the oceanic

hydrodynamic velocity tensor [ �U
T
, �V

T
, �W

T] and the vertical

motion ws
�→ that represents the sinking or resurfacing due to

the algae concentration.

a � acollision + agrowth − amortality − arespiration (8)

a � dA
dt

� AAβA
θpl

+ μAA −mAA − Q T−20( )/10
10 R20A (9)

All of the above-discussed influence parameters (apart from

the Eulerian hydrodynamic velocity) are attributes of the

Lagrangian trajectory that needs to be visualised. The goal of

the visualisation is to present the Langrangian data in context in

order to better understand the interplay of the physical and

biological processes. The visualisation challenge is to present all

influencing data in-context in a perceptually consistent way.

Therefore, novel symbolics for the Lagrangian particle

information was developed that maps each attribute to a

distinct, non-conflicting mark or channel in the visualisation.

A complex glyph is developed to carry the overall six modulating

attributes. The core of the glyph is a shape-distinct glyph that
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represents the season indicator at the release time of the particle,

mapping the glyphs in Figure 14 to the individual seasons. This

core glyph is then modulated in its green intensity with the

particle density ρ and in its scale by the biofilm thickness rbio. The

overall particle, as an accumulation of plastic and biofilm, is

represented with a spherical shell, that is scaled by the overall

particle radius r. The shell is presented with its wireframe line

structure to allow for the visibility of the core glyph in an

unobstructed manner. The colour intensity of the shell is

modulated by the overall algae concentration a in a diverging

green-tone colour scale, graded in the luminance channel, which

semantically does not conflict with the core intensity as ρ�a. At
last, the vertical motion is indicated in its orientation by a static

arrow attached to the core, although this can alternatively be

encoded in the core’s illumination equation in cases where the

arrow glyph is allocated for a different attribute. The full semantic

encoding of the particle glyph is illustrated in Figure 14E.

With respect to the coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian

visualisation, the use of complex glyphs prohibits a glyph-

based Eulerian representation (e.g., hedgehog plots), especially

when using arrows as encoding elements of the vertical velocity

of the particles as that results in semantic ambiguity. A major

drawback for contour visualisations of | �v| is trajectory occlusion,
as discussed in Section 6, which is why image-based visualisation

of the hydrodynamic velocities remains as the only semiologically

non-conflicting option. Furthermore, with a blue-sector

perceptual colour map, potential colour conflicts between

Eulerian and Langragian data are avoided. The resulting

visualisation of the biofouling plastic particles with the

hydrodynamic velocities is presented in Figure 15. In order to

gain further insight into the process and its governing

parameters, simple thresholds on the entangled attributes can

be used to interact and query the data for the related

visualisations.

FIGURE 13
Perceptual colour mapping of Eulerian �v and colour-indicated directed tubular Lagrangian trajectory.

FIGURE 14
Depiction of the seasonal glyphs for December-January-February (A), March-April-May (B), June-July-August (C) and September-October-
November (D). In northern hemisphere semantics, theymap towinter (A), spring (B), summer (C) and autumn (D). Themapping of Lagrangian particle
attributes to the visual marks and visual channels of the complex glyph is illustrated in (E).
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7 Conclusion

This article discussed the coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian fluid-

flow visualisation, and how this visualisation can be designed for

perceptual adequacy and efficacy. The analysis was inspired by

current practices in the fluid-flow and oceanic domain, as

presented in Section 3. In contrast to comparable studies, this

work did not just discuss and introduce techniques and

symbolics for the visualisation, but discussed the design

process with a focus on the specific challenges of coupled

Eulerian-Lagrangian scientific visualisation. The article

revisited the concept of algebraic visualisation design

(Kindlmann and Scheidegger, 2014) with a concise summary

in Section 2. Existing fluid-flow visualisation techniques, such as

hedgehog plots (i.e., quivers), isocontours and image mapping,

were evaluated in their spatial 2D- and 3D form according to the

three perceptual principles that the algebraic design process is

concerned with. Perceptual issues were pointed out, discussed,

and possible resolutions for perceptual failures were introduced.

Despite possible resolutions to some perceptual failures, none

of the existing techniques was without perceptual shortcomings.

Therefore, Section 4 introduced a novel colour mapping scheme,

with a total of six thematic derivations, that is designed to avoid

any of the perceptual issues outlined by algebraic visualisation

design. This resilience to perceptual issues was demonstrated by

comparative experiments in Section 5.4 on synthetic data.

The main challenge of a coupled Eulerian-Lagrangian

visualisation and its perceptual design space was explored in

Section 6. The analysis shows that perceptual issues in a purely

Eulerian visualsation are compounded when coupled with

Lagrangian trajectories, because some visual marks (e.g., tubes

and arrows in 3D) and visual channels are consumed by the

Lagrangian trajectory. In this coupled, temporal-3D scenario, the

advantages of the novel perceptual design are clearly visible. In

order to connect the fundamental insights with the primary

application scenario, Section 6.1 applies the visual design to a

complex plastic-tracing case study with algae-accumulation of

marine plastic particles. Using the image-based perceptual

mapping, the visual designer is free to design and use

complex particle glyphs to include, link and communicate the

core information to comprehend the plastic transport process.

8 Discussion

The presented work highlights the complexity of coupled

Eulerian-Lagrangian fluid-flow visualisation and its specific

application in oceanography. The multivariate Eulerian

velocity model is often used in such a co-visualisation with

Lagrangian trajectories, and the article demonstrates that

perceptual errors are frequently encountered in the literature

for those coupled visualisations. Our work clearly demonstrated

how those perceptual errors can be detected with the evaluation

of algebraic design principles.

While those failures to the perceptual principles of invariance,

unambiguity and correspondence are to be considered in a specific

visual design, Sections 5, 6 discussed modulation and changes to the

semiology of prevalent fluid-flow visualisation techniques that

resolve those perceptual failures. Therefore, even though the

related sections demonstrated the inherent advantages of the

novel perceptual mapping approach, it was also demonstrated

that the alternative symbolics can be used when being carefully

designed for perceptual resilience. As demonstrated by the case

study in Section 6.1, a consistent visual design for the coherent co-

visualisation is required for any visualisation in Eulerian-Lagrangian

fluid-flow applications to avoid conflicting symbolics.

FIGURE 15
Visualisation of algae-accumulating particles in the ocean near an equatorial plateau. The overview provides an impression of particle sizes and
floating- or sinking behavior through the arrow-incorporating complex glyphs (A). The Eulerian velocities are clearly visible in a submerged view, as
well as the core seasonal glyph type (B).
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The outlined principles of invariance, unambiguity and

correspondence are important because adhering to those principles

guarantees a consistent communication with the visualisations.

Visualisations that are created with the goal to present the

information need to be designed in a way so that the visual author

and the viewer have the same, consistent impression of the data in order

to agree on claims and scientific insights drawn from the data. This is

the major contribution and added benefit of the outlined approach.

The introduced perceptual colour mapping supports the visual

design approach and its goals. Considering the three thematic

derivations and a secondary, alternative, perceptually equally-

consistent mapping, the mapping technique is sufficiently flexible

to be adapted to different visual themes and different visual audiences.

Furthermore, while the demonstration example maps signed

directional Eulerian velocity to the visual space, the colour scheme

can also be for the mapping of other higher-order multivariate field

data, such as anisotropic diffusion tensors. Therefore, the technique

has potential for ongoing studies on the influence of diffusive

dispersion in physical oceanography (Reijnders et al., 2022). Note

thatmapping datawith a tensor rank rD> 5with the perceptual design
in Section 4 is disadvised because the incremental stepping between

the individual modes becomes indiscernibly small.

Lastly, the complexity in the visual design for

Eulerian—Lagrangian flow data opens up a new application case

for immersive visualisation and interaction. Inmost visual designs, the

transparency channel of the visualisation is already assigned to the

mapping of an individual data feature. Using the transparency

channel for spatial selection of regions of interest (ROI) in the

data would hence result in an ambiguity in the visualisation.

Therefore, other means of ROI selection need to be employed,

and immersive selection is a desirable option in such a visual

design space. This is an interesting subject of future investigations.

Aside the growing potential, there is still a barrier to the adoption of

the introduced visualisation techniques and mapping principles, as

common practices were established in the related application

domains. Novel visualisation insights, such as the perceptual UVW

plot, are far outside the common expectation and practice in

oceanography and hydrology, hence adoption of those 3D

visualisations and their design principles will take time to percolate.
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